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Abstract

To examine the rationale for policy parity of three basic low carbon power sources, the consumer preference for those
power sources was evaluated by choice experiment through a public survey in December 2015 - January 2016. A
sample with decent representativeness was obtained by two stage stratified sampling and door-to-door canvassing.
The choice questions were designed with realistic attributes simulating power retail market starting from April 2016.
Through the data analysis, using random parameter logit model, we found that respondents’ WTP shows that they
considered not only CO2 emission reductions but also the characteristics of the three methods of low carbon power
generation. It is also found that WTP is 11 yen per 1% increase in renewables, 14 yen per 1% decrease in nuclear (this
WTP varies from one individual to another), and 4 yen per 1% increase in thermal power generation with CCS. The
results of WTPs for the share of renewables and CCS in the power mix of new electricity retail companies in the future
market rationalizes the necessity of policy parity to some extent for those technologies implying inclusion of CCS in
the FIT but not nuclear.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background and objective

Policy parity for low carbon electricity is one of the crucial factors to deploy low carbon power technologies
because it influences the economic benefit of suppliers of low carbon electricity using a particular technology and
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eventually the price of electricity using the technology. For example, the feed-in-tariff (FIT) is applied to almost all
renewable technologies in Japan but not applied to electricity generated from power plants with CCS. Without this
kind of economic incentive applied to CCS, power generation with CCS is not competitive with other clean power
technologies. The objective of this study is to collect evidence of public preference for low carbon power
technologies to examine potential policy parity for these low carbon power technologies.

1.2. Rationale for policy parity

“Policy parity” is not formally defined but policy parity in technology policy is realized as an equality in policy
treatment of technologies to contribute to the same objective since parity is defined as “the state or condition of being
equal”[1]. Policy parity in economic incentive for climate technologies can be rationalized in light of the effectiveness
of subjects. That is, the electricity with the same carbon intensity should be valued equally and the cost of electricity
should be adjusted based on the amount of GHG emission of the generation process. In this respect, carbon tax is the
most appropriate to achieve policy parity as a policy instrument.
There is another possibility to rationalize policy parity to climate technologies based on public preference

(willingness to pay: WTP) on climate (low carbon generation) technologies, which can be measured in hypothetical
markets based on economic analysis techniques such as contingency valuation method and choice experiment
conducted in public surveys. The preference can be measured as a WTP for electricity generated from a particular
technology or a difference (extra) in WTP for electricity between a particular low carbon technology and conventional
technologies. The subsidy of governments toward a particular low carbon power technology can be rationalized by the
WTP for the low carbon power technology because government spending essentially derives from tax and public WTP
indicates public evaluation on non-market goods including some kind of R&D [2]. The advantage and disadvantage
to use public preference studies to rationalize policy parity of technologies are both derived from their reliance on
public preference. The advantage is that results of public preference studies can reflect various aspects of technologies
including not only GHG emissions and economic aspects but also aspects of risk. The disadvantage is that public
knowledge about technologies is necessary to estimate WTP and instability of WTP estimation is influenced by the
public perception and image of technologies toward WTP.
There are many studies which investigate the WTP for alternative energies, mainly to estimate extra WTP for

renewable energy [3] because renewable energies are generally more expensive while they reduce the externality of
climate change compared to fossil fuel generation. Consumers’ preference for electricity was examined by Roe et al.
[4], considered as a pioneering figure. They utilized a choice experiment design for hypothetical electricity services
with different power mixes. The two main findings of the evaluation were that WTP was relatively higher if people
depend heavily on renewable energy for emission reduction, and WTP was relatively lower if people depend heavily
on nuclear power for emission reduction. According to Borchers et al. [5] who used the evaluation by Roe et al. [4],
in the U.S. WTP for solar energy was the highest among renewable energy that did not include nuclear energy (e.g.
wind, solar, methane and biomass). Recent research done by Komarek et al. [6] and Cicia et al. [7] revealed how
market segment and public decision-making affect consumers’ preference for each source of energy. Most recently
Murakami et al. [8] conducted a comparative analysis between the U.S. and Japan developed from Roe et al. [4]. They
found positive WTP for increasing the share of renewables and negative WTP for increasing the share of nuclear in
both the U.S. and Japan. For increasing the share of fossil fuels they found positive WTP in Japan and negative WTP
in the U.S.
As seen in the literature, most studies which seek to find consumer preference in power mixes do not evaluate

CCS, focusing on renewables, nuclear and fossil fuels in spite of the fact that CCS is recognized as one of the key
low carbon technologies in the carbon policy community (for instance, IEA 2015 [9]) WTP for CCS in the power
mix was evaluated in some studies [10] but they are not designed to contribute to the examination of policy parity.
This research is relevant to the course of these studies beginning from Roe et al. [4]. The key feature of this study

is to analyse consume preference on three kinds of basic low carbon power sources, renewables, nuclear and CCS
[9] [11] in the virtual market in the context of market deregulation to provide implications for policy parity for those
low carbon technologies.
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